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Summary 

● Broad behavioural characterisation provides an understanding of the organisation of 

parenting and infanticide in mice 

● Modular organisation of circuits underlies parental and nonparental behaviours 

● Neuronal substrates underlying behavioural switches are localised both in the sensory 

periphery and central brain 

● Functional and structural plasticity likely drives parental and nonparental transitions  

 

Abstract 

Adaptability to ethologically relevant cues is fundamental for social interactions. As such, 

reproductive success relies on the ability of an animal to transition between parental and 

nonparental states. Though driven by genetically pre-programmed circuits, these instinctive 

repertoires are reshaped by internal state and experience, making parenting a robust model for 



the study of behavioural flexibility. As a functional wiring diagram for parenting emerges in 

mice, we are well placed to identify neural substrates and posit associated mechanisms 

underlying caregiving transitions. In this review, we discuss the importance of comprehensively 

characterising behaviour, highlight the role of shared circuit elements for behavioural 

malleability and explore plastic mechanisms that might guide switches between parental and 

nonparental repertoires. 
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Introduction 

Parental care encompasses a broad suite of instinctive behaviours that facilitate the 

survival of an infant and can be observed across the animal kingdom [1]. Over recent decades, 

mice (Mus musculus) have emerged as a model to investigate the neural basis of parenting, 

which is underpinned by circuitry shared in males and females [2]. 

Although all adult mice are capable of exhibiting infant-directed caregiving [1], the 

expression of parental behaviour is highly variable. Hormonal fluctuations during pregnancy and 

parturition ensure that mothers, the primary caregivers, are immediately responsive to the needs 

of their young [3]. However, stressful environmental conditions can suppress maternal intent [4]. 

In contrast, virgin males attack neonates but copulation with a female mating partner is sufficient 

to initiate paternal care time-dependently [5–7]. In laboratory breeds, some virgin females 

largely ignore infants, yet exposure to pups through cohousing with a highly motivated mother 

can convert ambivalence to competent caregiving [8]. Clearly, the circuits that regulate parental 

behaviours are strongly modulated by internal state and social experience. As we grasp the core 

circuitry underlying parental and nonparental behaviours [2], it will also be important to identify 



the neural mechanisms that enable transitions between parental caregiving and infanticide or 

neglect, and vice versa. 

In this review we propose that thorough behavioural characterisations of pup-directed 

behaviours are needed to better understand the role of the neural circuits underlying parenting or 

lack thereof. We then review current knowledge of core parental and infanticidal circuits, 

highlighting potential nodes within each pathway governing behavioural flexibility. Finally, we 

discuss candidate neural mechanisms that might underlie switches between parental and 

nonparental responses in the presence of infants. 

The organisation of pup-directed actions 

Mice display a broad diversity of stereotyped motor patterns in response to pups to ensure 

reproductive success [9]. To answer basic questions regarding how animals express coherent 

pup-directed behaviours, it is often useful to identify incremental elements of specific motor 

patterns and organise them in groups [10,11]. Subsequently, one could organise these behaviours 

in a hierarchical manner, given that no two behaviours can be expressed at a specific time. The 

top of this hierarchy should identify the overall goals of the behaviours, whether parenting, 

attack, or absence of either, which can be defined as an animal’s behavioural “state” (Figure 1A). 

Motor patterns can be further modularised within these states. This type of behavioural 

framework provides insight for understanding the interrelations of different activity subsets. For 

example, parenting and pup-directed attack are mutually exclusive, whilst parental pup-directed 

responses such as retrieval, grooming, and nest building are often displayed consecutively 

towards infants [12]. In addition, the transition probabilities from one of the motor patterns to 

another can be quantitatively mapped (Figure 1B,C) [12,13]. Thus, we can systematically define 



the appropriate selection and coordination of each of these behaviours across a range of different 

contexts. Below we discuss how specific motor patterns involving parental and nonparental 

responses within the context of infant caregiving have been studied so far. 

 



A diverse repertoire of motor actions is necessary for parenting 

Parenting can be classified based on whether actions are typically performed pre- or post-

natally [14] and by motivational factors that can determine actions as appetitive or 

consummatory [15]. Here, we consider parenting as a repertoire of actions that promotes the 

survival of neonates to sexual maturity [9], whereas non-parental responses encompass any 

behaviour that threatens the long-term wellbeing of an infant. First, parenting behaviours can be 

categorised broadly as pup-directed and non-pup-directed (Figure 1A) [9]. Generally, non-pup-

directed parental responses actively establish an environment in which offspring are well 

protected, such as nest building and defence against intruders. In contrast, pup-oriented parental 

responses, which are the focus of most parental studies, involve close interaction with infants to 

provide nourishment (lactating females only), thermoregulation, cleaning, and proximal 

protection. Despite the wide range of observable pup-directed behaviours, pup retrieval is 

disproportionately selected in many studies as a proxy for parental care. Pup retrieval is 

Figure 1. Parental and non-parental behaviour of mice: Pup-centred responses can be 

organised by state, serial order and transition probability. (A) Hierarchical organisation of 

behavioural components for parental and nonparental responses. Double-headed blunt 

arrows represent mutually inhibitory actions. (B) Adapted from Carola et al., 2011 [13], 

Hidden Markov Model analysis of three pup-directed maternal responses (arched-back 

nursing, blanket nursing, grooming) and self-maintenance tasks in C57BL/6 mice. Size of 

circle indicates duration of action and arrow thickness represents transition probabilities 

between actions. For example, self-maintenance tasks are most likely to lead to grooming, 

whereas grooming will most likely be followed by either arched-back nursing (active) or 

blanket nursing (passive). (C) Adapted from Noirot, 1962 [12], sequence of four parental 

motor patterns or no new response in the order of observed transition frequency across 115 

outbred albino mice. Numbers 1-4 indicate order of action performed, and size of circle 

indicates proportion of animals performing that action. For example, the most common 

action sequence is retrieval, grooming, nest building, nursing. 



unambiguously measurable for parental responsiveness, rapidly inducible by the experimenter, 

and multicomponent. Specifically, the caregiver must (1) search for, (2) pick up, and (3) carry a 

displaced pup back to the safety of the nest. However, the definition of pup retrieval varies 

widely. For example, should an animal be considered parental only when performing pup 

retrieval within a short period (e.g., 2 min) [6,16]? Should successful pup retrieval be scored on 

one retrieval event [8]? In any case, one important future direction is to incorporate other 

elements of parental behaviours to understand the organisation of different parental actions, 

which could vary between sex, strain, age and experience. 

Parental repertoires also involve behaviours observed outside of infant caregiving. Whilst 

affiliative allogrooming during adult–adult interactions strengthens social bonds [17], maternal 

pup grooming additionally involves anogenital licking to stimulate urination and induces water 

transfer from the litter to the dam [18]. Similarly, parental nest building is more elaborate than 

nests solely created for sleeping, as the structure serves as a thermoregulatory and predator 

protective mechanism [19,20]. In the absence of additional caregiving behaviours or sufficient 

nesting materials, it may be difficult to determine the intent of these actions. 

 A decrease in time dedicated to self-maintenance and voluntary activity also characterises 

efficient parental care [21–23]. It is postulated that balancing the needs of neonates and 

nurturers, is an adaptive strategy for mothers to conserve energy resources for the costly 

metabolic demands afforded by parenting. In the wild, this balance may be achieved by 

communal nesting whereby the responsibility of caregiving is shared with related females and 

sires [14,24]. Long term video recordings of female co-carers cohabiting with experienced dams 

showed that the mother “shepherded” the virgin female into the nest with pups to encourage 

caretaking [8]. The dam also frequently picked up and deposited pups in front of the 



accompanying virgin female. Additionally, a study found that 38-kHz ultrasonic vocalizations 

emitted by the dam in response to pup removal to be important signals for the initiation of pup 

retrieval in fathers [25]. Likewise, semi-natural paradigms such as communal nesting in a large 

enclosure likely uncover previously unknown features of co-parenting [26]. One pitfall of this 

approach is the quantification of behaviours, which have been traditionally performed manually. 

In addition to limited behavioural categorisation and experimenter bias, manual annotation is 

particularly time-consuming for numerous animal subjects. Therefore, recent advances in 

automated analysis of multiagent behaviours [27,28] provide a promising avenue to more closely 

examine the organisation of parenting repertoires in ecologically relevant conditions. By 

broadening the evaluation of parental behaviour, it is possible to deepen our understanding of the 

context-dependent selection of activities between carers. 

Pup-directed attack can be expressed flexibly in different environmental conditions 

Infanticide is considered an adaptive behaviour that contributes to reproductive success in 

many species and is sex-independent [29]. In the literature, biting to wound is most often used to 

behaviourally characterise infanticide, however cannibalism, rough handling, and tail rattling 

[5,30,31] are observed during pup-directed attack. For virgin male mice, killing unrelated 

offspring opens mating opportunities with the dam [32]. For wild virgin and peripartum female 

mice infanticide could improve the availability of more resources for their own progeny [33]. 

Additionally, internal factors such as strain, social dominance and stress can influence the 

likelihood of an animal committing infanticide. For example, dominant males commit infanticide 

more frequently than subordinate males [32,34] and lactating females are capable of displaying 

infanticide in unfavourable environmental conditions such as limited food supply or high risk of 

predation [4,33]. 



The flexible expression of infanticide is also demonstrated in a mating-induced switch 

from pup-directed attack to parental care in male mice [7,29]. Intriguingly, this behavioural 

transition is temporally matched with the maternal gestation period, ensuring that the sire 

nurtures his own offspring. However, recent sexual experience can induce a transient elevation in 

pup-directed attack [7]. Given the striking temporal dynamics of these changes in behaviour, 

several studies have sought to identify neural substrates that might regulate this switch during or 

immediately following male ejaculation. A marked release of prolactin [35] and oxytocin [36] 

have been reported during sexual behaviour in male mice, however a causal link between 

ejaculation-associated hormonal signalling and acutely heightened infant-directed aggression 

remains to be demonstrated [37]. It is possible that hormonal modulation may induce more long-

term changes (see ‘Hormonal and structural perturbations underlying parental transitions’).  

Sensory triggers that lead an animal to commit to caregiving or aggression, and whether 

reliance on these signals changes state-dependently have also been examined. Using silicone pup 

dummies coated with pheromones, the sensing of pup-specific morphology in addition to 

vomeronasal cues was shown to be critical for infant-directed attack [30]. In contrast, different 

cues may be responsible for triggering parental behaviour. For example, the playback of intact 

and manipulated infant vocalisations showed inter-syllable rate to be critical for pup retrieval 

[38]. Therefore, it will be important to further investigate how different infant-specific stimuli 

determine parental and nonparental responses. 

Infant neglect: active or passive state? 

Infant neglect is often defined as a failure to provide infant care [39] and is demonstrated 

by laboratory-bred nulliparous female mice prior to pup exposure as well as by sexually 



experienced males as they transition to a paternal state [5,16]. This phenotype is distinct from 

parenting and infanticide in that neglect is characterised by a lack of motivation to interact with 

pups, despite having the physical capacity to nurture or attack. In rats, pups are aversive to adults 

and generate avoidance behaviour initially [40]. Comparatively, neglectful mice ignore neonatal 

cues that would otherwise trigger consummatory behaviour [15] and choose to engage in other 

activities [41]. Furthermore, maternal neglect by lactating females, as observed in naturally 

occurring and transgenic models of neglect [41–44], results in complete litter mortality. 

Many readouts of parental decision-making (lever press [45], crossing a cage wall [46], 

elevated plus maze [42] to obtain a pup) have proven to be useful measures of infant-driven 

motivation or lack thereof. Interestingly, neural circuit manipulations that suppress the 

expression of parenting or infanticide often produce neglectful behaviour. It is possible that these 

manipulations may perturb the reward system. The study of infant neglect therefore sheds light 

on the cognitive and motivational processes that guide an animal to abstain from pup-directed 

interactions. 

Altogether, parental, infanticidal and neglect behaviours have been studied diversely, but 

details of each repertoire are still being expanded. To capture the full breadth of individual 

actions and their ethological relevance, the ecology of the animal species studied, sensory 

triggers, and motivational drives must be further investigated. 

Modular circuits support a distinct repertoire of pup-directed behaviours 

What are the neural substrates that control individual motor patterns of infant-associated 

behaviours and what mechanisms organise these circuits in a state-dependent fashion? As 

discussed above, circuits controlling behavioural patterns within a specific state often govern the 



opposing pup-directed behaviours between states (e.g., parental versus non-parental). Identifying 

the neural substrates underlying modular units of behaviours and the functional connectivity 

between these loci is the first step to addressing these questions. 

A substantial body of literature has outlined the core circuitry underlying parental or 

infanticidal behaviours [2,47]. Among them, the medial preoptic area (MPOA) in the 

hypothalamus has long been known to direct the expression of parental behaviours [9]. 

Perturbations of MPOA neurons particularly have propelled our understanding of parental circuit 

logic. Activating MPOA Galanin (Gal) positive terminals in the periaqueductal grey and medial 

amygdala (MeA) promoted pup grooming and supressed interactions with conspecifics, 

respectively, whereas efferents in ventral tegmental area (VTA) enhanced pup retrieval [46]. The 

inhibition of VTA-projecting, Estrogen receptor alpha (Esr1) expressing MPOA neurons, some 

of which express Gal, suppressed both pup retrieval and approach [48]. Moreover, the silencing 

of Calcitonin receptor (Calcr) expressing neurons in the MPOA (60 % Esr1+ and 20 % Gal+) 

generated deficits in pup retrieval, nursing, and huddling behaviours in postpartum mothers [42]. 

These results suggest that distinct MPOA neuronal clusters, defined either by molecular identity 

and/or projection targets, underlie some of the incremental modules of parenting. Determining 

the local connectivity of these clusters could clarify the circuit logic subserving the coherent 

coordination of behaviour. 

 



 

 

Are nonparental circuits also modularly organised? Urocortin 3 (Ucn3) expressing 

neurons in the hypothalamic perifornical area (PeFA), for example, were strongly activated in 

virgin males following infant-directed attack but not after general agonistic displays [31], 

suggesting that pup-directed aggression is controlled by a unique circuit [49]. Crucially, 

optogenetic activation of Ucn3+ PeFA axon terminals in the lateral septum (LS) and 

amygdalohippocampal area (AHi) induced an escape response and/or aggressive handling and 

Figure 2. Neural circuitry underlying parental and infanticidal behaviours is highly 

interconnected. Shown are areas regulating the expression of parental behaviours (green), 

areas regulating the expression of infanticide (pink), and areas involved in transitions 

between parenting and infanticide (blue). Arrows indicate excitatory connections. Blunt-end 

arrows which indicate inhibitory connections. Dashed arrows indicate indirect connections. 

ACx, auditory cortex, AHi, amygdalohippocampal area, AOB, accessory olfactory bulb, 

BNST, bed nucleus of stria terminalis, MeApd, posterodorsal medial amygdala, MOB, main 

olfactory bulb, MOE, main olfactory epithelium, MPOA, medial preoptic area, PeFA, 

perifornical area, S1, somatosensory cortex, VMH, ventromedial hypothalamus, VNO, 

vomeronasal organ, VTA, ventral tegmental area. 



biting in parental females. Intriguingly, activating terminals in the ventromedial hypothalamus 

(VMH), an area associated with adult-directed aggression [50], suppressed only parental 

behaviour. Thus, at least one node of nonparental circuitry appears to be modularly organised. 

Interrelation of parental and nonparental circuits 

As the neural subpopulations underlying distinct components of parental and nonparental 

behaviours are further defined, we are well placed to evaluate how groups of opposing 

behaviours may be coordinated. Indeed, circuits underlying these behaviours appear to be 

intimately linked (Figure 2). 

For example, surgical or genetic ablation of vomeronasal organ or associated ion 

channels TRPC2 and Gai2 are sufficient to abolish pup-directed attack but instead initiate 

paternal behaviour in virgin males [5,6,51]. In contrast, anosmic Cnga mutants exhibit 

significantly reduced pup-directed maternal care [52]. While there are clear differences in the 

role of distinct olfactory organs for parental care and infanticide, both types of chemosensory 

information is necessary to elicit the full complement of infant-oriented behaviours within each 

state [6,51].  

 Neural substrates that enable a bidirectional control of parental and infanticidal 

behaviours extend beyond the sensory periphery. The activation of GABAergic neurons within 

the posterodorsal subdivision of the MeA (MeApd) in males can generate an acute behavioural 

switch from paternal pup grooming to pup-directed attack as a function of increasing optogenetic 

stimulation intensity [53]. Furthermore, pup-induced MeApd neuron activity can be modulated 

by sexual experience and cohabitation with a mating partner [54], suggesting an internal state 

influence. 



Bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BNST), a region densely interconnected with MeA, has 

also been implicated in both parental and infanticidal behaviour. For example, increase c-fos 

activity was seen in the rhomboid division of BNST (rhBNST) following infanticide, with 

subsequent rhBNST lesions significantly delaying the onset of infanticide in virgin males [55]. In 

contrast, ventral BNST (vBNST) neurons are activated during parenting [37,55,56]. The AHi has 

also emerged as a critical region driving the behavioural switch from pup-oriented attack to 

caregiving in males. The activation of AHi neurons sending excitatory inputs to the MPOA 

promoted aggressive behaviour in paternal males [57]. Notably, AHi interneurons express 

oxytocin receptors, the activation of which inhibits the activity of MPOA-projecting AHi 

neurons. 

Therefore, some brain areas facilitate the expression of parental or infanticidal behaviours and a 

proportion of highly interconnected brain regions could mediate transitions between the two 

states. What mechanisms then might underlie behavioural transitions in ethologically relevant 

scenarios? 

Hormonal and structural perturbations underlying parental transitions 

As discussed above, differential activity of specific nodes or different subpopulations 

within a node in parental and nonparental circuits could account for behavioural switching 

between states (Figure 3A,B). Therefore, a critical challenge has been to uncover specific 

mechanisms that differentially regulate these circuit modules. Here we outline converging 

evidence that neural changes necessary to support the behavioural transition to parenting occur at 

molecular, synaptic, biophysical, and circuit levels. 



First, in mothers, parental behaviours are initiated and facilitated by the precise 

fluctuation of hormones [3]. Among them prolactin and oxytocin, which rise during early 

pregnancy and following parturition, have been extensively studied for their principle roles in 

nursing and pup retrieval [8,16,38,43,44]. Acquisition of caregiving behaviour by alloparents and 

suppression of infanticide also appears to be regulated by hormonal signalling. Oxytocin 

expressing paraventricular nucleus (PVN-OT) neurons were activated in sexually naïve females 

while observing maternal pup retrieval and performing pup retrieval for the first time [8]. In 

fathers, the ablation and silencing of PVN-OT neurons elevated infanticidal behaviours [58]. 

Additionally, oxytocin administration caused lower pup-evoked vomeronasal activity in virgin 

males, concurrent with reduced pup-directed aggression [59]. In the case of prolactin, genetic 

deletion of prolactin receptor (Prlr) from CaMKIIα-expressing forebrain neurons impaired pup 

retrieval in fathers [37]. Altogether, these data suggest that hormonal signalling in the central 

brain and sensory periphery may be required for infant caretaking. What precise mechanisms 

might underlie the effects of this signalling?  

Changes in molecular and electrophysiological properties can be mediated by hormones 

[60] (Figure 3C). Prominently, prolactin has been shown to mediate transcriptional and 

biophysical responses among hypothalamic neurons [61]. For example, gonadotropin-releasing 

hormone (GnRH) neurons and tubero-infundibular dopaminergic (TIDA) neurons express Prlr 

and regulate anterior pituitary hormone secretion critical for reproductive behaviours. Bath 

application of prolactin induced phospho-STAT5, a marker of prolactin-induced signal 

transduction, in both types of neurons, but an acute ~3-fold increase in firing rate was seen only 

in TIDA neurons. Since current data reports serum prolactin to be comparable between virgin 



and sexually experienced males [37,62], cell-specific modulation along distinct time courses 

likely accounts for differential neural circuit activity between physiological states.  

Second, oxytocin receptor activation can induce synaptic plasticity in addition to 

transcriptional and biophysical changes in neurons via intracellular cascades [60]. During 

motherhood, oxytocin-mediated disinhibition increases auditory cortical neurons responsivity to 

pup calls through NMDA-dependent long-term potentiation [16,63]. Furthermore, sustained 

PVN-OT neuron firing to pup vocalisations is facilitated by long-term depression of inhibition in 

maternal mice by NMDAR-induced internalisation of postsynaptic GABA receptors [64]. Such 

mechanisms could explain altered neuronal excitability to social stimuli in other brain regions 

between parental and nonparental states [5,53,65], though synaptic plasticity has also been 

demonstrated in hypothalamic areas through experience-dependent processes [66].   

Third, several studies uncovered structural plasticity concomitant with changes in 

behaviour towards infants (Figure 3C). Quantitative analysis of the afferents of Calcr+ MPOA 

neurons revealed higher presynaptic inputs from the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in mothers than 

in virgin females [42]. The role of NAc in motivation and reward [15] could explain lower 

caregiving motivation in virgin females. In fathers, denser MPOA projections to PVN-OT 

neurons was observed relative to virgin males [58]. Since both oxytocin and prolactin can induce 

morphological plasticity [60,67], it is possible that a mechanism similar to cyclic, estrogen-

mediated circuit remodelling for female sexual receptivity [68] also regulates the expression of 

parental, neglect and infanticidal behaviours.  



 

 

Figure 3. Plasticity in parental and nonparental circuits imposed by hormones. (A) Wiring 

diagram showing neural loci involved in parental and nonparental behaviours. During 

infanticidal state, shared nodes (blue) in circuitry enhance activity of nonparental nodes 

(pink) and suppress parental nodes (green). (B) During parental states, shared nodes in 

circuitry enhance activity of parental nodes and suppress nonparental nodes. Shared nodes 

confer significant flexibility in the network, by redirecting neuronal activity between mutually 

exclusive pathways. (C) Schematic showing plasticity induced by hormonal signalling, 

including changes in transcription, receptor internalisation, neuronal excitability and 

dendritic growth. 



 

As hormone signalling plays an essential role in the modulation of circuit activities at 

transcriptional, synaptic, biophysical, and circuit levels, the core circuitry underlying parental 

and non-parental behaviours are likely impacted by these neuromodulators. The trigger and 

temporal dynamics of precisely timed hormonal release in the brain and sensory organs, 

particularly in virgin males, remains a crucial outstanding question. Such answers would provide 

compelling evidence for the role of hormonal neuromodulation in behavioural flexibility more 

broadly. 

Unsolved questions 

Finally, there are at least three important questions we believe require more evidence to 

address. First, behavioural switches in parental responses can develop over extended but precise 

timescales. What process regulates this time frame? Second, what are the specific triggers for the 

switching of infanticidal state to parenting especially in males? Third, the studies of innate 

behaviours have long addressed the hierarchical organization of behaviours [10,11,69] but this 

framework does not address the dynamics of behavioural transitions and therefore needs an 

update. Given all the behavioural and neural elements so far identified experimentally, what is a 

theoretical framework that could explain the cyclical nature of this behavioural switching? 

Resolving these unknowns will undoubtedly advance our basic understanding of the neural 

mechanisms underlying experience-dependent behavioural switching. 
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